Abstract
Introduction

67
RDT probes output with the detected RR-conferring mutation in the format of 'wild-type amino acid-codon number-mutant amino acid'.
Materials & Methods
121
We developed the TBGT tool, a Python 3-executable that converts Mtb WGS data in the form of 122 variant call format (VCF) or MTBseq (Kohl et al. 2018 ) tab files into the most likely output that 123 would be observed from Xpert Classic, Xpert Ultra, LPA-Hain, and LPA-Nipro based on 124 previously validated work (Ng et al. 2018a; Ng et al. 2018c ). The TBGT tool can be accessed 125 through https://github.com/KamelaNg/TBGT.
127
The TBGT tool 128 The TBGT tool can be run on any python-enabled operating system with no additional 129 prerequisites. The TBGT workflow is shown in Figure 1 . The input is a folder of files derived 130 from a SNP calling pipeline, either in standard VCF format or tab format as output from
131
MTBseq. The TBGT tool assumes the standard H37Rv NC000962.3 genome was used for 132 calling these SNPs. If not, the user may remap the genome positions to the specific RR-TB-133 related codons using a tab delimited mapping file. An example of this tab-separated file is 134 bundled with the tool. By default, the module will run all the RDTs on the input files.
135
The generated output file includes the Sample name, RIF resistance or susceptibility, the 136 associated mutant codon position and mutation pattern, and a series of 0's or 1's indicating 137 absence or presence of the capturing probe for the RDTs, and the RR-conferring mutation (An 138 example output is given in Table 2). A summary table with counts and proportions of detected   139 RS-TB cases, RDT probes, and RR-conferring mutations is also generated (Supplemental File 140 Table S1 ).
142
Validation and sample application of the TBGT modules 143 We simulated VCF files for internal validation of the TBGT modules A randomly chosen VCF 144 file was edited in Notepad ++ 7.6.3 (https://notepad-plus-plus.org/) to contain all previously 145 tested and validated RR-conferring mutations (Andre et al. 2017; Miotto et al. 2017) To show real world applicability, the TBGT tool was run on WGS of RS and RR -TB WHO 
Results
166
We tested the TBGT tool on a 64-bit Windows 10 Enterprise computer with a 2.50 GHz 167 processor and a 8.00 GB of RAM. The running time was 39 milliseconds for 1 MTBseq tab file 168 and 530 milliseconds for a VCF file.
170
The TBGT tool correctly transformed the WGS-derived SNPs in the VCF and MTBseq tab files accurately detect disputed mutations is therefore important.
218
As a supplementary feature, the TBGT tool picks up any RR-conferring mutation present in the 219 VCF or MTBseq tab file, and may help assess whether RDTs sufficiently detect RR-TB cases in 220 specific settings.
222
The TBGT tool may combine clinical data stored in large aggregated files and collected through 223 the routine laboratory and periodic survey RDT results, with WGS-derived data from national 224 surveillance programs to create a larger picture of the RS-TB and RR-TB burden in a country.
225
Through longitudinal analysis of previous historical and current RR-TB data, the TBGT tool may Potentially, the TBGT tool may be integrated in the national TB diagnostic algorithm through the 
